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From their humble beginnings in Stockbridge, GA to 
the heights of playing to sold-out audiences all over 
the world, Collective Soul has cemented their place in 
music by creating indelible hits like “Shine,” “Breathe,” 
“December,” and more. Blood is the culmination of a 25-
year ride – assessing not only where they’ve been, but 
also where they’re going. “Blood is an accumulation of 
all the different styles we’ve used over the years,” says 
frontman Ed Roland. “And we’ve done so with songs 
featuring piano and strings to those with a lot of guitar 
riffs.” From the hard-charging skitter of “Over Me,” to 
the hopeful uplift of a man “Changed,” and the tender 
“Big Sky,” Blood is proof that Collective Soul has even 
more to give.
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On her debut EP Sugar & Spice, Hatchie delivered 
the sonic equivalent of falling deliriously in love: A 
sustained rush of feeling, rendered in swoony melodies 
and gauzy guitar tones, hypnotic layers of sound. With 
her full-length debut Keepsake, the Australian singer/
songwriter tries on countless new textures, exploring 
everything from industrial, to new wave, to dance-
pop, and even a bit of shoegaze. And while the album 
begins and ends with two massively catchy pop tracks 
– the brightly defiant “Not That Kind” and the euphoric 
epic “Keep” – many songs drift into more emotionally 
tangled terrain. Throughout, Hatchie’s kaleidoscopic 
sonic palette draws out distinct moods and tones, 
continually revealing her depth and imagination as a 
guitarist and songwriter. Check it out! 
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Hot Chip’s electrifying seventh album, A Bath Full of 
Ecstasy, is the group’s definitive release – crystallizing 
the sound they’ve become celebrated for: bridging 
euphoria and melancholy with colorful melodies, 
idiosyncratic vocalizations and pounding electronic 
pop rhythms. Recorded in Paris and London, the 
9-track collection finds Hot Chip opening up not only 
to a more adventurous and collaborative song-writing 
process, but working with outside producers for the 
first time: Philippe Zdar  (Cassius; Phoenix) and Rodaidh 
McDonald (The XX; David Byrne; Sampha). A Bath Full 
of Ecstasy is a fresh, invigorating and essential new 
chapter in the band’s career. The record is a celebration 
of joy but recognizes the struggle it can take to get to 
that point of happiness. It’s kinda sexy, too. 
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Echo In The Canyon - an illuminating new documentary 
directed by Andrew Slater which explores the 
beginnings of the Laurel Canyon music scene (1965-
1967) via the stories of those who lived it, and the artists 
who carry its influence to this day - is accompanied 
by a stellar soundtrack celebrating the music of that 
era. It features new studio recordings of timeless songs 
by The Byrds, The Mamas & The Papas and more, as 
interpreted by Jakob Dylan along with artists from the 
film including Fiona Apple, Beck, Jade Castrinos, Cat 
Power, Eric Clapton, Norah Jones, Regina Spektor, 
Stephen Stills, and Neil Young, plus songs exclusive to 
the soundtrack including a special performance of the 
Monkees’ classic “She” with Josh Homme.
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